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-e Internet lacking accountability suffers from IP address spoofing, prefix hijacking, and DDoS attacks. Global PKI-based
accountable network involves harmful centralized authority abuse and complex certificate management. -e inherently ac-
countable network with self-certifying addresses is incompatible with the current Internet and faces the difficulty of revoking and
updating keys.-is study presents DIIA, a blockchain-based decentralized infrastructure to provide accountability for the current
Internet. Specifically, DIIA designs a public-permissioned blockchain called TIPchain to act as a decentralized trust anchor,
allowing cryptographic authentication of IP addresses without any global trusted authority. DIIA also proposes the revocable
trustworthy IP address bound to the cryptographic key, which supports automatic key renewal and efficient key revocation and
eliminates complexity certificate management. We present several security mechanisms based on DIIA to show how DIIA can
help to enhance network layer security. We also implement a prototype system and experiment with real-world data. -e results
demonstrate the feasibility and suitability of our work in practice.

1. Introduction

Accountability in the network is a means to identify the
sources of traffic for two purposes: to selectively filter abusive
or noncompliant traffic from malicious sources on a per-
destination basis, while permitting traffic from others to
proceed, and to report and disconnect abusive machines
before they attack others [1]. -e lack of accountability in
current Internet architecture facilitates malicious or infected
hosts arbitrarily spoof their source addresses to evade re-
sponsibility for their malicious packets [2]. -e spoofed IP
source renders the trigger of distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attacks concealed [3]. Prefix hijacking canmake web
service worldwide unreachable and take a country offline
[4, 5].

-e crucial problem to achieve Internet accountability is
how to bind an IP address or prefix to its owner authen-
tically. Cryptography-based mechanisms have attracted
more attention [1]. Numerous existing proposals rely on a

centralized public key infrastructure (PKI) and certificates to
bind an IP address or prefix to its owner’s public key. For
instance, resource PKI (RPKI) [6] assigns an IP address
block to a public key via a resource certificate. IPA (IP made
Accountable) [7] uses DNSSEC as a PKI to certify IP ad-
dresses’ ownership. However, PKI-based proposals involve
the issues of centralized trust and complex certificate
management. First, centralized authorities evidently con-
stitute central points of failure, which has been shown to
introduce serious security risks and limit the deployability of
PKI [8–11]. A misbehaving authority can compromise the
security of the entire system or even specific zones by ar-
bitrarily revoking or maliciously substituting certificates
under its control [9, 10]. Potential misconfigurations and
attacks on authorities also severely hinder the deployment of
such PKI [11]. Second, a single trust root is difficult to scale
to the current Internet with diverse legal jurisdictions be-
cause mutually distrusting and competing nation states
cannot reach a consensus on a single root of trust [12].-ird,
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certificate management brings additional complexity and
costs, which further limits the scalability and deployability of
the infrastructure.

To address these problems, researchers propose the self-
certifying address to achieve accountability [13, 14].-e self-
certifying address is essentially the entity’s public key, so it
no longer needs a trusted certificate authority to bind the
address to the cryptographic key. However, the self-certi-
fying address abandons the current aggregatable IP address
space to a flat address space, which turns out to be in-
compatible with the current Internet protocol and exacer-
bates the routing scalability problem. In addition, the
complexity involved in key updates and the inherent in-
ability to be revoked make it impractical on the current
Internet.

-erefore, in this study, we aim for a secure solution that
provides decentralized trust, easier key management, and
scales to the Internet without changing the current Internet
architecture. Identity-based cryptography (IBC) is a feasible
cryptographic mechanism to achieve our goal. IBC is a type
of public key cryptography in which a public key takes the
form of the entity’s identity [15]. Based on IBC, using the IP
address as its public key can eliminate the use of certificates
without changing the current Internet address structure.
However, the practical application of the IBC system on the
Internet suffers from two challenges. (1) Trust management.
IBC uses a trusted party named key generation center (KGC)
to create private keys for users. Traditional approaches as-
sume that all users share the same KGC [16], which requires
the establishment of a system of global trust and is difficult to
implement in practice. Some schemes use hierarchical IBC
[17] or DNSSEC [18] to build a multidomain IBC system on
the Internet. Unfortunately, these schemes still rely on a
global trust root and are vulnerable to single-point failure
attacks. (2) Key revocation. Using the IP address as the
public key makes it burdensome to revoke the public key
when the corresponding private key is compromised. Re-
voking a public key in IBC also means revoking the identity.
It is impractical to prohibit the use of the IP address once the
corresponding private key is compromised.

To cope with the aforementioned challenges, this study
proposes the Decentralized Infrastructure for Internet Ac-
countability (DIIA). DIIA employs and extends the IBC
mechanism to cryptographically authenticate IP addresses
and prefixes without introducing any global trusted au-
thority. It provides trusted domain isolation and autono-
mous control of key distribution of the IP addresses under
the jurisdiction of each domain. A public-permissioned
blockchain called TIPchain is designed as a decentralized
trust anchor in DIIA to support verification of IP addresses
in different domains, eliminating reliance on a global trusted
authority. As a result, no single third party can undermine
the security of the entire system or a specific domain.
Furthermore, DIIA supports flexible key revocation by in-
troducing the revocable trustworthy address as the public
key of an IP address. With a novel key revocation and status
verification mechanism built on TIPchain, the trustworthy
address (public key) can be easily revoked without changing
the corresponding IP address.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are the
following:

(i) We present DIIA, a blockchain-based decen-
tralized infrastructure for the authentication of
IP addresses. Without any global trusted au-
thority, DIIA provides autonomous, efficient, and
secure key management for large-scale Internet
endpoints.

(ii) To eliminate reliance on global trusted authority, we
design TIPchain, a globally certifiable public-per-
missioned blockchain, for managing the authorized
addresses allocation and system parameters distri-
bution of trusted domains.

(iii) We design the trustworthy address to facilitate
flexible and efficient key revocation. We also pro-
pose a trustworthy address revocation and status
verification mechanism, which can efficiently re-
voke a trustworthy address (public key) and verify
its revocation status at a trivial cost.

(iv) We present several security modules based on DIIA
to show how DIIA achieves network layer
accountability.

(v) We implement a proof-of-concept prototype of
DIIA based on the Hyperledger Indy project and
evaluate its performance based on real-world data.
We also conduct a security analysis to demonstrate
the security guarantees provided by DIIA.

-e rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work on achieving Internet account-
ability. Section 3 introduces the design goal and threat model
of our system. We detail the proposed DIIA system in
Section 4 and describe the TIPchain design in Section 5. In
Section 6, we present several security modules based on
DIIA. -e performance evaluation and security analysis of
our system are presented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8
concludes the study.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review previous proposals to achieve
network layer accountability on the Internet. -is study
follows the definition of network layer accountability similar
to that in [1, 7, 13], i.e., the ability to identify the source of a
specific packet and take countermeasures in case of mis-
behaviors. We mainly concern cryptography-based mech-
anisms which can establish an unforgeable association
between the entity and the packet sent through the cryp-
tographic mechanism. -e basis of cryptography-based
mechanisms is to securely bind an entity’s identity to its
cryptographic key [7].

2.1. PKI-Based Proposals. Many proposals rely on an extern
PKI and certificates to securely establish the binding between
network identities and public keys. IPA [7] uses the DNSSEC
hierarchy as a PKI to bind the IP prefix to its owner’s public
key, bringing accountability to the Internet. IPA enables
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several security building blocks for accountability, such as
the security routing protocol and source authentication
system. RPKI [6] constructs a cryptographic hierarchy of
authorities that assign an IP prefix to a public key via a
resource certificate. It is a prerequisite for many routing
security mechanisms and accountability mechanisms
[19–21]. Passport [22] establishes shared keys between au-
tonomous systems (ASes) through secure BGP, achieving
AS-based source accountability. End-to-end source ac-
countability at the network layer can be achieved through
the IPsec protocol [23]. However, complex certificate
management and expensive handshake make it challenging
to deploy IPsec to the entire Internet. Rothenberger et al.
proposed PISKES [20] that allows hosts to obtain a sym-
metric key locally to perform source address authentication.
PISKES requires RPKI to bootstrap its symmetric key in-
frastructure. Pappas et al. proposed forwarding account-
ability for Internet reputability (FAIR) [21] which holds
transit ASes accountable for the traffic they forward. FAIR
also relies on RPKI to enable entities to authenticate the
public keys of cooperating ASes. -e availability of these
PKI-based mechanisms is related to the security and
deployability of the PKI on which they depend. However, the
centralized trust architecture of PKI has posed severe
challenges in terms of security and deployability [8–11].

With the emerging blockchain technology [24–26], re-
searchers have proposed blockchain-based PKIs to alleviate
the problem of centralized authority in PKI. Some proposals
use the distributed ledger as the public logs to record cer-
tificates and operations [27, 28] to monitor the behavior of
authorities. However, these external monitoring systems
further increase the complexity of certificate management
and the cost of certificate verification. Decentralized PKIs
(DPKI) based on blockchain [29–31] use decentralized
datastores to store and manage public keys, eliminating the
dependence on centralized authorities. Unfortunately, DPKI
is not suitable for our scenario since the identifiers (IP
address and prefix) are not managed by the users themselves.

2.2. Self-Certifying Identifiers. Unlike PKI-based ap-
proaches, some proposals use self-certifying identifiers to
achieve Internet accountability. -e self-certifying identifier
of an entity is derived from the public key of that entity. It
creates a natural binding between the identity and the public
key, thereby avoiding an external certificate authority to
attest to this bind. Accountable Internet Protocol (AIP) [13]
introduces the self-certifying address to replace the IP ad-
dress to provide network layer accountability. However, AIP
changes the addressing structure and requires a new routing
protocol, so it is difficult to deploy on the current Internet.
MobilityFirst [32] and Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [33]
create a new protocol layer above the network layer and use
self-certifying identifiers as the new protocol layer’s
namespace to allow accountability and seamless mobility.
Both of them require a global system to map a self-certifying
identifier to a network address securely. In addition to the
deployment difficulty, self-certifying identifiers also suffer
from the difficulty in revoking or updating keys.

2.3. IBC-Based Proposals. Identity-based cryptography is a
public key cryptographic mechanism that uses a user’s
identity as the public key, which avoids the hassle of public
key certification in traditional public key cryptography.
Some proposals use the IP address as the public key and
generate the corresponding private key through the IBC
system [16–18, 34–37], eliminating the need to distribute
certificates. Unfortunately, existing IBC-based proposals
suffer from scalability and trust management problems
regarding the practical deployment of the IBC system on the
Internet.

In IBC, private keys are generated by a trusted party
called the key generation center (KGC), which produces a
set of cryptographic system parameters for key generation.
To use the IBC key, the user needs to know the corre-
sponding identity and the public part of system parameters.
Some IBC-based proposals, such as T-IP [16], assume that
all users in the system will share the same KGC, so that
everyone knows the global system parameters. However,
deploying a global KGC means establishing a system with
global trust. Such a system also holds low scalability as
everyone needs to obtain the private key from the same
KGC. iPKI [17] utilizes hierarchical IBC (HIBC) [38] to
construct an infrastructure for managing private keys of IP
addresses. In iPKI, private keys are generated by a set of
hierarchically organized KGCs, which can achieve better
scalability. However, in the hierarchical organization, high-
level KGCs can recover private keys of low-level KGCs,
resulting in a system still requiring global trusted authority.
In order to distribute public system parameters between
different domains with different KGCs securely, an external
authority (such as PKI) is generally needed to attest to the
parameters. Smetters and Durfee proposed DNSIBC [18]
that uses the DNSSEC infrastructure to distribute the
public parameters of different domains. Essentially, these
schemes all rely on a centralized trust and are vulnerable to
single-point-failure attacks.

3. Problem Statement

3.1.DesignGoals. Our goal in this work is to design a system
to enable accountability in the current Internet by providing
cryptographically verifiable IP addresses or prefixes. -is
ability allows hosts or domains to prove their ownership of
the addresses they claim to have. -e main objectives we
want to achieve are as follows:

(i) Decentralized trust model: we aim for a solution
that does not rely on any global trusted authority
(such as centralized PKI) to control the trust in IP
address authentication. Authentication relies on
local trust managed by the authority of the network
that controls the IP address. -is enables limiting
the scope of authorities and preventing single points
of failure.

(ii) Efficient key update and revocation: an IP address’s
key can be rapidly updated and revoked without
affecting the normal use of the IP address even after
key loss or compromise.
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(iii) Scalability: the system should scale to the global
Internet and adapt to the heterogeneity of today’s
Internet partition and address jurisdiction.

(iv) Deployability: the system should be compatible with
the current Internet and is gradually deployed on
the Internet. -e deployment of the system should
not affect the existing Internet infrastructure or
require changes to the current protocols. Early
adopters should obtain immediate security benefits
from deployment.

3.2. -reat Model. We consider an adversary that aims to
spoof an IP address or prefix by obtaining or forging the
cryptographic key to pass the authentication. We assume
that the attacker can compromise any entity and learn all the
cryptographic keys of the compromised entity. He can also
control the entity to send any messages. We also assume that
the attacker can passively eavesdrop on messages and ac-
tively tamper with the communication by injecting, drop-
ping, delaying, or altering packets.

However, we assume the adversary has no effective
method to break cryptographic primitives. Also, we do not
consider directly destroying the IBC algorithm to obtain the
key, which is out of the scope of this study. We also assume
that there exists a secure channel between end hosts and the
IP-KGC within the same trusted domain to distribute the
cryptographic keys. Additionally, we assume that an ad-
versary cannot control more than one-third of the block-
chain nodes.

4. The Proposed DIIA

4.1. Background

4.1.1. Identity-Based Cryptography. Since DIIA is built on
the IBC system, we first briefly review the notion of IBC.-e
concept of IBC was first proposed by Shamir in 1984 [15].
Compared to public key cryptography in which the public/
private key pair is randomly generated by the user, the public
key in IBC is calculated from the user’s identity and the
system’s public parameters, while the private key can only be
generated by a KGC. Like traditional asymmetric cryptog-
raphy, IBC contains classic asymmetric schemes, such as
identity-based signature (IBS) [39] and identity-based en-
cryption (IBE) [40]. An IBS scheme consists of following
four algorithms:

(i) Setup(k)⟶ (params,msk): executed by the KGC.
It takes a security parameter k as input and returns
the system parameters params and a master secret
key msk.

(ii) Extract(params,msk, id)⟶ prkid: executed by the
KGC. It takes params, msk, and the user’s identity
id ∈ 0, 1{ }∗ as input and outputs the user’s private
key prkid.

(iii) Sign(params, prkid, M)⟶ σ: takes params, the
user’s private key prkid, and a message M as input
and outputs a digital signature σ on message M.

(iv) Verify(params, id, M, σ)⟶ (true/false): takes the
params, the user’s identity id, a message M, and a
digital signature σ as input and outputs true if the
digital signature is valid or false if it is invalid.

Similar to the IBS scheme, an IBE scheme is also
composed of four algorithms. In addition to the same Setup
and Extract algorithms as the IBS scheme, there are two
other algorithms:

(i) Encrypt(params, id, M)⟶ C: takes params, id, and
a message M as input and outputs a ciphertext C.

(ii) Decrypt(params, prkid, C)⟶M: takes params,
prkid, and the ciphertext C as input and outputs the
message M.

-ere is a plethora of constructions for IBS and IBE. Due
to page limits, we do not include their concrete imple-
mentations in this study. In fact, DIIA does not specify
which IBC algorithm to use. Each trusted domain in DIIA
can autonomously choose its IBC algorithms and system
parameters according to its security policy.

4.1.2. Merkle Tree and Its Variants. AMerkle tree is a tree in
which each leaf node is labeled with the hash of data, and
each nonleaf node is labeled with the hash of the labels of its
children [41]. -e structure of the tree can efficiently prove
that a leaf node (or its data) is in the tree by providing the
Merkle proof; for each node on the path from the leaf node
to the tree root, the Merkle proof contains the hashes of its
sibling nodes that are required to recompute its parent hash.
-e Merkle proof can be verified by recomputing the root
hash along the path from the leaf to the root. -e size of a
Merkle proof is proportional to the log of the number of leaf
nodes of the tree.

-e Merkle Patricia tree (MPT) structure is a combi-
nation of the Merkle tree and Patricia tree, which constructs
a tree of hashes on a dynamic list of key-value pairs. In a
MPT, the value is stored in the node, and each level of the
path from the root to the node represents one or more
characters of the corresponding key. Keys with common
prefix share path in the tree. Like Merkle trees, each nonleaf
node in a MPT contains the hash of its children. -erefore,
the root hash can reflect any changes to the list as it hashes
the entire list. -rough Merkle proof, the MPTstructure can
prove the existence of a specific value in the list.

-e sparse Merkle tree (SMT) is another variant of the
Merkle tree, which can also be used to accumulate a list of
key-value pairs into a single root hash. A SMT is a perfect
Merkle tree that reserves a distinct leaf node for every
possible key. Unlike regular Merkle trees, each value oc-
cupies a fixed leaf node in the tree determined by its key.-e
leaf nodes corresponding to nonmember keys in the tree
contain a default NULL value. -e SMT is said sparse be-
cause if the list contains only sparsely distributed keys, the
vast majority of leaves represent nonmembers (containing
NULL value). -is results in a construction in which root
nodes of empty subtrees (all leaves of the subtree contain
NULL) with the same height will derive identical constant
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digests. Based on this structural feature, the SMT can be
effectively represented [42]. -e SMP can use the Merkle
proof to provide convenient proofs of noninclusion: the
proof that a key is not included in the list is the proof that the
value for the key is NULL.

4.2. System Architecture. -e DIIA design assumes that the
Internet consists of a number of independently adminis-
trated networks, just like the current Internet. Each ad-
ministrated network can be decomposed into one or more
trusted domains, each of which is allocated an IP address
range. In DIIA, a trusted domain is treated as an inde-
pendent trust unit responsible for managing cryptographic
keys of addresses under the jurisdiction of the domain. Such
scoping of trust within a trusted domain can improve system
security, as the compromise of the trust of a domain cannot
harm operations outside the domain. Moreover, DIIA
maintains a blockchain called TIPchain to guarantee the
global verifiability of IP addresses in different domains.
Specifically, TIPchain is responsible for managing the au-
thorized addresses allocation and system parameters dis-
tribution of trusted domains. It provides a consensus state of
the mapping between the IP addresses controlled by the
domain and its system parameters, which are indispensable
for authenticating addresses of the domain.

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of DIIA archi-
tecture. -ere are three kinds of entities in DIIA:

(i) TIPchain nodes: TIPchain nodes cooperatively
maintain the global ledger and state of TIPchain.
-ey receive domains’ system parameters from IP-
KGC, encapsulate the parameters into transactions,
and writes transactions into blocks. Besides, TIP-
chain provides query services for all Internet users.
By sending query requests to TIPchain nodes, users
can obtain the system parameters for authenticating
a certain IP address.

(ii) IP-KGC: each trusted domain operates an IP-KGC,
which manages the private keys of hosts connected
to the domain through IBC. Specifically, IP-PKG
selects the IBC algorithm and generates system
parameters according to its domain’s security policy
and generates a private key for the host based on the
host’s IP address. Besides, IP-KGC records its
system parameters on TIPchain by sending a
transaction request to TIPchain nodes. Its system
parameters will be acquired by other domains for
authenticating the IP addresses of its domain.

(iii) Host: the host is connected to a trusted domain and
desires to communicate with others. He can obtain a
private key from the IP-KGC of his domain and use
the key for authenticating his IP address to the
communication peer.

4.3. Key Generation. In DIIA, each trusted domain runs an
IP-KGC to manage the cryptographic keys of the hosts in the
domain. When a host is connected to the domain, the IP-
PKG creates a private key for the host based on the host’s IP

address. Generating cryptographic keys includes two phases:
domain initialization and key generation.

4.3.1. Domain Initialization. Before the trusted domain can
generate cryptographic keys for its hosts, the IP-KGC must
be initialized first to generate the cryptographic system
parameters. -e following steps are required.

First, the domain administrator selects the IBC algo-
rithm to be used according to his security policy. He then
initializes the IP-KGC through the Setup function of the
chosen algorithm, which generates the system secret key msk
and the public system parameters params for a specified
security level k:

(params,msk) � Setup(k). (1)

-e msk is only required for generating private keys for
hosts and should be stored securely by the IP-KGC. A strong
key management system should be adopted to protect the
msk because a compromise of the msk means that an at-
tacker can spoof addresses in the domain arbitrarily. -e
public parameters are required for signature and encryption
operations and need to be made available to the local hosts
within the domain. As the last step of system initialization,
the trusted domain publishes the public parameters on the
TIPchain through the PUB_PARMS transaction (Section
5.1), so that hosts within remote domains can acquire the
public parameters when needed.

4.3.2. Trustworthy Address as Public Key. After the system
parameters initialization has been completed, the IP-KGC
can generate private keys for hosts in its trusted domain.-e
private key is derived from the IP address assigned to the
host, thereby forming a natural binding between the IP
address and its private key. However, the IP address cannot
be directly used to generate the private key for the following
reasons. First, since the IP address is not fixed on the host in
the network with a dynamic address assignment, when an
address is assigned to a host, the corresponding private key
may be maliciously stored by an assailant who obtained the
same IP address before. In addition, revoking the key in the
IBC system also means revoking the corresponding identity.
-is means that the compromised key cannot be revoked
unless the corresponding IP address is abandoned. Similarly,
each key update needs to assign a new address to the host.

To address the above limitations, the IP-KGC derives the
private key from an extension of the IP address, which we
call the trustworthy address. -e trustworthy address ex-
tends the IP address with other temporary information to
support flexible and efficient key management. For an IP
address or prefix ip, the corresponding trustworthy address
tip has the following form:

tip � ip‖ host{ }‖val_time‖ exp_time, (2)

where host contains the information about the current
owner of the IP address, which binds the address to its
owner. It is optional and can contain diverse information in
different cases. val_time specifies the time after which the
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private key is valid. It is usually set to the time when the
private key is generated but may also be set to a future time.
exp_time denotes the actual expiration time of the key.
(exp_time − val_time) and thus represents the validity pe-
riod of the key.

-e private key corresponding to an IP address is derived
from the trustworthy address through the Extract algorithm:

prkip � Extract(params,msk, tip). (3)

-e trustworthy addresses can greatly simplify key
management. Key renewal is the same as distributing new
keys. When the key is about to expire, the host only needs to
send a new key request to the IP-PKG. IP-KGCwill reply with
a key derived from the trustworthy address with new tem-
poral information attached. Furthermore, the trustworthy
address supports implicit key revocation, and the expired key
will automatically become invalid. -e validity period of
private keys is determined by the IP-KGC according to its
policy configuration, based on the trade-off between the
frequency of key renewal and the chance of compromise.

4.4. Authenticating an IP Address. With the trustworthy
address and corresponding private key, the host can prove
that he has the claimed IP address by showing his knowledge
of the private key. -e authentication process exploits the
IBS or IBC mechanism. Figure 2 shows a basic authenti-
cation mechanism based on IBS with a simple example. In
this example, a host HA desires to communicate with a host
HB, and HB wants to authenticate the IP address ipHA

of HA.

We assume that HA has obtained a trustworthy address
tipHA

and the corresponding private key prkipHA

from the IP-
KGC of his trusted domain A.

HA initializes the authentication process by generating a
signature using his private key and sending it to HB:

sig � Sign paramsA, prkipHA

, τ‖msg , (4)

where τ denotes a timestamp of the current time. msg is an
unnecessary field for authentication, but can be added for
other purposes.

Upon receiving the authentication message from HA,
HB first checks whether τ is a recent timestamp and whether
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Figure 1: Overview of DIIA architecture.
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Figure 2: Procedure for IP address authentication based on IBS.
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tipHA
has expired. HB then looks up the system parameters

of the trusted domain A in its local cache. If found, HB can
directly verify the signature from HA. Otherwise, HB sends a
parameters query request to TIPchain for the system pa-
rameters for verifying ipHA

. TIPchain queries the latest
system parameters of the domain A from the ledger state
(Section 5.2) and sends paramsA back to HB. After receiving
the response from TIPchain, HB can Verify the received
signature through the Verify algorithm. If the signature is
correct, HB assured that HA owns ipHA

.
Note that as the system parameters are domain-specific,

users only need to request the parameters of that domain
once when verifying the IP addresses from a trusted domain.
-e authentication mechanism described above is
straightforward and basic, and it can be used as a foundation
to build more complex mechanisms. We describe several
DIIA-based security mechanisms in Section 6, which to-
gether can mitigate route hijacking, source address spoofing,
and DoS attacks.

4.5. Trustworthy Addresses Revocation and Status
Verification. Although the trustworthy address as the public
key can support implicit key revocation, a user may revoke
his trustworthy address before it expires. -is may occur if
the IP address is assigned to a new host or the corresponding
private key is compromised. However, traditional revocation
methods, such as revocation lists or online status checking,
require a trusted third party to ensure the authenticity of IP-
KGC. In addition, these methods pose a large burden on IP-
KGC or verifiers.

DIIA uses a distributed authenticated data structure
based on Merkle trees to provide efficient key revocation.
Each trusted domain maintains a local trustworthy address
state tree, which can be regarded as a summary of the status
of trustworthy addresses. -e state tree can provide the
address holder with a succinct proof of the validity of his
trustworthy address, with which the address holder can
prove that his trustworthy address has not been revoked.
Meanwhile, the trusted domain announces the root of its
state tree on TIPchain, allowing anyone to verify the validity
of a trustworthy address easily. -is revocation mechanism
has several benefits:

(1) IP-KGC is freed from the heavy burden of
responding to revocation checking requests from all
Internet users. Instead, it only needs to respond to
proof requests from users in its domain. Besides,
since the scope of the state tree only covers the
authorized addresses of a domain, an in-memory
implementation of the state tree [43] can be used to
improve the update and response performance.

(2) Verifiers can easily verify whether a trustworthy
address is valid without access to a complete revo-
cation list. Besides, the computational cost of vali-
dating a trustworthy address is trivial.

(3) Each domain only records its local trustworthy ad-
dress state root (a constant-sized hash) on TIPchain,
which minimizes the storage cost of the blockchain.

Specifically, IP-KGC can maintain a validity state tree or
a revocation state tree through Merkle tree variants. -e
validity state tree contains a list of valid trustworthy ad-
dresses, which is maintained through theMPTstructure.-e
path from root to a leaf in the tree represents an IP address,
and the corresponding leaf node contains the latest trust-
worthy address assigned to the IP address. IP-KGC inserts
each newly assigned trustworthy address into the tree with
the corresponding IP address as the key and deletes each
revoked or expired trustworthy address from the tree. With
the validity state tree, proving that a trustworthy address was
valid reduces to proving the existence of a certain leaf in the
tree.

-e revocation state tree is constructed through the SMT
structure, which maintains a collection of only the revoked
trustworthy addresses. In the revocation state tree, a path
still represents an IP address. However, the tree contains a
distinct leaf node for every IP address in the domain’s
authorized address space. If an IP address’s trustworthy
address is revoked before it expires, it will be inserted into
the leaf node corresponding to the IP address. All other
leaves in the tree contain a NULL value, indicating that the
corresponding IP addresses do not have a revoked trust-
worthy address. -e revocation state tree can provide proof
of nonrevocation: a trustworthy address has not been re-
voked if the leaf node corresponding to the IP address
contains a NULL value.

-e trusted domain chooses one of the two state trees to
maintain its trustworthy address state. It then publishes the
root hash of its state tree on TIPchain on a periodic or as-
needed basis through the TRUST_ADDR_STATE transac-
tion (Section 5.1). When validating a trustworthy address,
the prover requests the IP-PKG for a validity proof or
nonrevocation proof and sends the proof (standard Merkle
proof) to the verifier. -e verifier can then readily verify the
validity of the trustworthy address with the state root
published on the ledger by performing a simple proof
verification.

5. TIPchain Design

In this section, we detail the design of TIPchain, the central
component of DIIA. Taking best practices from Ethereum
[44], TIPchain is designed to consist of a distributed ledger
and a global state. -e ledger records transactions that
specify the authorized addresses and public system pa-
rameters of trusted domains and organizes them as block-
chain. TIPchain also maintains a global state that holds the
current values of the ledger data. -e ledger state makes it
easy to retrieve the current system parameters of a domain
rather than having to traverse the entire ledger.

5.1. Transactions. -ere are four types of transactions in
TIPchain.-e transaction types and the specific data fields of
each type are illustrated in Figure 3.

5.1.1. ID_REG Transaction. TIPchain is built on decen-
tralized identities [29–31].-e ID_REG transaction creates a
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new identity record for a specific participant in TIPchain,
allowing the participant to write transactions on the
blockchain. -e identifier field indicates the unique iden-
tifier of the participant in TIPchain. Similar to the account
address in the traditional blockchain, the identifier is used to
identify the initiator of a transaction (the from field in each
transaction). Each identifier in TIPchain is explicitly asso-
ciated with a public/private key pair, where the public part is
contained in the ver_key field. A transaction initiator uses its
private key to sign its transaction, and the TIPchain node
will use the corresponding verification key in ver_key to
verify the signature before committing the transaction.

-e role field indicates the role of the participant that
the ID_REG transaction is being created for. It can have
the following values currently: IR, TA, and NONE. IR
represents Internet registries responsible for the distri-
bution of network addresses. An identifier with the IR role
can send the ADDR_AUTH transaction to authorize
address space to another identifier. TA represents trusted
domains responsible for managing trustworthy addresses
and keys. An identifier with the TA role can write
PUB_PARMS and TRUST_ADDR_STATE transactions
to publish the domain’s system parameters and trust-
worthy address state. An identifier’s role can be changed
to NONE, which means to stop it frommaking any further
write operations.

In order to create an initial ID_REG transaction (the first
transaction for the creation of an identifier), the participant
should designate several entities that he trusts (whose
identifiers have been recorded on TIPchain) as its endorsers.
-e identifiers of these endorsers are contained in the

endorser_list field. In addition to being signed by the
identifier owner, this initial transaction must also be signed
by all endorsers. Endorsers assist in the key recovery of the
participant’s verification key. -is may occur when the
participant has lost his key or an attacker has compromised
his key and replaced it with a new key under the attacker’s
control. If an event occurs, the participant can contact his
endorsers to sign a new ID_REG transaction to reset his
verification key.

When an ID_REG transaction is submitted, if there is no
ID_REG transaction for the specified identifier yet, then this
transaction is considered to create a new identifier. If there is
already an ID_REG transaction with the specified identifier,
this is considered an update of that identifier.-e participant
can update its key (key rotation) by signing a new ID_REG
transaction with its old private key and specifying the
verf_key field with a new key. In addition, an identifier’s
endorsers can cooperate to sign a new ID_REG transaction
to reset the verf_key, endorser_list, or role value of the
identifier.

5.1.2. ADDR_AUTH Transaction. -e ADDR_AUTH
transaction is used to authorize IP addresses ownership to an
identifier. -e dest field contains the destination identifier.
-e addrs field indicates the address block to be allocated to
the dest, and this field is represented by the IP prefix. -e
creation of the ADDR_AUTH transaction follows the
current allocation and registration process of Internet ad-
dresses. An identifier with role of IR can suballocate portions
of its authorized address space to other identifiers. For
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Figure 3: Transaction types and their specific data fields in TIPchain.
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example, if a regional IR (RIR) allocates an address block to a
national IR (NIR)/local IR (LIR), the RIR will write an
ADDR_AUTH transaction in which dest contains the
identifier of the NIR/LIR and addrs contains the allocated
addresses. Finally, the trusted domain (identifier with role of
TA) will be assigned an address block through the
ADDR_AUTH transaction. An ADDR_AUTH transaction
is valid only if the transaction initiator has ownership of the
authorized addresses and has not allocated any subspace of
the authorized addresses to any other identifiers.

To revoke the allocated addresses, a special identifier
with a value of hash(∅) is used in the dest field. In addition,
the ADDR_AUTH transaction for revocation must be
signed by both identifiers of the assignor and assignee. -is
regulation prevents the compromised IR from unilaterally
revoking the allocated address space and then reallocating
the address space to a trusted domain that he forged or is
under his control.

5.1.3. PUB_PARMS Transaction. -e PUB_PARMS
transaction is used for the registration and update of the
public system parameters of the trusted domain. A trusted
domain specifies the information about its system pa-
rameters in the transaction and signs the transaction with
the private key corresponding to its identifier. -e al-
gorithm field carries the algorithm identifier, which
specifies an IBC algorithm. -e actual cryptographic
parameters are contained in the params_data field. -e
specific structure of params_data depends on the specified
IBC algorithm. -e validity field defines the lifetime of the
public parameters. It should be set to an interval adequate
to protect the corresponding master secret from being
compromised. When the validity period is about to end,
the domain should generate and publish new system
parameters or retain the current parameters unchanged
and only extend its validity period.

A trusted domain may generate multiple sets of system
parameters for different algorithms, such as algorithms
for authentication and encryption, respectively. -e al-
gorithm field is used to identify different system pa-
rameters issued by the identical identifier on TIPchain.
Consequently, the public parameters update is carried out
by creating a new PUB_PARMS transaction with the
identical initiator and algorithm as the original transac-
tion. -e trusted domain can extend the validity period of
the public parameters by specifying only the validity field.
In this case, the unspecified algorithm and params_data
values remain unchanged.

It should be noted that the ledger does not store the
specific system parameters. TIPchain uses a separate pa-
rameters database to store the actual parameters data. -e
key of each entry in the database is calculated by hashing the
parameters data:

key � Hash(algorithm‖params_data‖validity). (5)

-e PUB_PARMS transaction recorded on the ledger
only contains the hash of its specific parameters data, which
greatly reduces the ledger size.

5.1.4. TRUST_ADDR_STATE Transaction. -e trusted
domain uses the TRUST_ADDR_STATE transaction to
announce its trustworthy address state. -e state_root field
contains the root hash of the current state tree. -e
state_type field defines the trustworthy address validation
strategy, and it has the following values: VALIDITY_STATE
and REVOC_STATE. VALIDITY_STATE represents the
validity state tree while REVOC_STATE represents the
revocation state tree (Section 4.5).

5.2. Ledger State. In addition to the ledger that records all
valid transactions, TIPchain also maintains a global state,
which can be regarded as a projection of ledger data. -e
state is built from the ledger transactions and is constantly
updated as new transactions are recorded. It can provide
efficient data retrieval for query requests without having to
traverse the entire ledger to search.

TIPchain maintains the global state as a pair of MPTs.
-e firstMPT, which we call StateTree, constructs a mapping
between participants and their specific data (similar to the
world state in Ethereum [44]). In StateTree, the path is the
hash of a participant’s identifier, Hash(identifier), and the
leaf node contains the following contents:

(i) Authorized_Addresses: (prefix1, prefix2, . . .), the
authorized address space of the identifier that
contains a list of address prefixes.

(ii) Public_Parameters: ((alg1, ParmHash1), (alg2,
ParmHash2), . . .), a list of mapping from the al-
gorithm identifier to the hash of the specific public
parameters data.

(iii) Address_State_Root: (stateType, stateRoot), a map-
ping from trustworthy address validation strategy to
the root hash of trustworthy address state.

Newly committed transactions will cause updates of
StateTree. For the ADDR_AUTH transaction, the identifier
in dest field is used as the key, and the IP prefix carried in
addrs is inserted into Authorized_Addresses. For the
PUB_PARMS or TRUST_ADDR_STATE transaction, the
identifier of the transaction author is used as the key, and the
corresponding parameters hash or trustworthy address state
root is updated into Public_Parameters or Address_-
State_Root of the corresponding leaf node in StateTree.

StateTree keeps the current value of each identifier. -e
system parameters and trustworthy address state of a trusted
domain can be easily obtained from StateTree. However, as
the main service of DNS is to look up the IP address for a
domain name, the vast majority of DIIA requests will look
up the corresponding public parameters or trustworthy
address state for a certain IP address or prefix.

In order to efficiently meet such demand, TIPchain
maintains another MPT called RetrieveTree, which stores
the mapping between address prefixes and identifiers. In
RetrieveTree, the path represents the IP address prefix,
and the node contains an identifier as its value. -e IP
prefix represented by the path from the root to a node is
the authorized addresses of the identifier corresponding
to the node. RetrieveTree is updated with confirmed
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ADDR_AUTH transactions. When an ADDR_AUTH
transaction is written on the ledger, a new (prefix, identifier)
pair is inserted into the tree. When an identifier assigns a
subprefix of its authorized address space to another iden-
tifier, the node contains the identifier in the tree will become
the parent node of the newly inserted node. -erefore, in
addition to the hash of its children, an inner node in
RetrieveTree may contain an identifier with the role of IR.
Each identifier with the role of TA is associated with a leaf
node in RetrieveTree.

RetrieveTree can retrieve the latest identifier responsible
for an IP address. -e get(key) method of RetrieveTree is
slightly different from StateTire because it does not neces-
sarily find a value that exactly matches the query key.
RetrieveTree performs the get(key) method in the way of
longest prefix match. When searching in the RetrieveTree
with an IP address as the key, the search path may pass
through multiple nodes containing identifiers. -e identi-
fiers contained in the node at the bottom of the path will be
returned. If the role of the identifier is TA, the trusted
domain corresponding to the identifier owns the IP address
being queried.

5.2.1. System Parameters and Trustworthy Address State
Query. With the ledger state, TIPchain can efficiently
process query requests. Users who want to query the
system parameters or trustworthy address state corre-
sponding to an IP address send a query request to the
TIPchain node. After validating the request, the TIPchain
node directly looks up the corresponding value from the
ledger state. It first uses the target IP address as the key to
retrieve the identifier of the trusted domain responsible for
this address from RetrieveTree. -en, it uses the retrieved
identifier to look up the corresponding value from
StateTree. If the user is querying the system parameters,
the node will also look up specific public parameters data
from the parameters database according to the parameters
hash. TIPchain also generates a state proof for the query
result, which contains the root hash of StateTree and the
Merkle proof of the value. With the help of state proof, the
user can verify the query result before accepting it. Al-
gorithms 1 and 2 show the pseudocode for the TIPchain
node to look up the public parameters and for the user to
verify the query result, respectively.

5.3. Block and Genesis Block. TIPchain nodes collect
transactions and generate blocks appended to the block-
chain. Each block consists of a header and a sequence of
transactions, which are hashed and organized as a Merkle
tree. A block header includes the following: (1) the block
number, an integer indicating the position of the block in the
blockchain, (2) the hash of the previous block header that
links the present block to its parent, (3) the hash of the root
node of the Merkle tree constructed from the included
transactions, (4) the hash of the root node of the StateTree
and RetrieveTree after all transactions are executed and

applied, and (5) the timestamp indicating when the block
was created.

In the genesis block of TIPchain, several ID_REG
transactions are included to create identifiers for the
initial Internet registries including IANA and five RIRs.
Each of these transactions is signed by all initial Internet
registries. -at is, the identifiers in the genesis block
are self-certified by the initial Internet registries coop-
eratively. -e genesis block also contains ADDR_AUTH
transactions signed by the IANA to allocate addresses to
RIRs.

5.4. Consensus Algorithm. Blockchain nodes run the con-
sensus algorithm to achieve distributed consensus on the
validity and order of transactions. -ere are various con-
sensus algorithms for blockchains [45], such as proof-of-
work (PoW), proof-of-stake (PoS), delegated PoS (DPoS),
and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). PoW [46] is
the most well-known consensus method for public block-
chains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. It relies on the
computing power competition between distributed nodes to
ensure the consistency and security of blockchain data. It is
more suitable for permissionless blockchains that allow any
node to join and leave freely. However, as a consensus al-
gorithm for public infrastructure, PoW is too costly since the
computing power competition consumes a lot of computing
resources and electric energy. In addition, it has low per-
formance in terms of transaction latency and throughput
[47].

In this study, we propose to build TIPchain as a public-
permissioned blockchain [48]. -e nodes constituting the
TIPchain network are distributed around the world and
operated by trusted institutions in multiple countries or
organizations. We envision that the initial node operators
include IANA, all RIRs, and several NIRs and LIRs dis-
tributed in different regions and countries. All the nodes
cooperate and monitor each other to maintain TIPchain.
Taking advantage of the permission of nodes, we can choose
a consensus algorithm that is energy-efficient and compu-
tationally sustainable and has been publicly vetted. In the
initial implementation of TIPchain, we adopt Redundant
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (RBFT) [49], belonging to a
family of PBFT, as the consensus algorithm of TIPchain,
which can provide better performance and deterministic
transaction finality [47].

However, the RBFT consensus algorithm has poor
scalability in terms of the number of blockchain nodes
[47]. To overcome this hurdle, we divide TIPchain nodes
into two categories like other permissioned blockchains: a
limited number of validator nodes, which accept trans-
actions and run the consensus protocol to validate new
transactions, and a large number of observer nodes, which
maintain read-only copies of the TIPchain to handle
query requests. Validator nodes are operated by the
abovementioned trusted institutions, while each trusted
domain can run an observer node to process query re-
quests from local hosts. Division of node functions
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distributes the request load in different trusted domains
and enables query requests to be handled locally, thereby
greatly reducing the network latency of requests.

6. Use of DIIA

In this section, we describe how DIIA enables various
lightweight security modules that can jointly enhance net-
work layer security.

6.1. In-Band Route Origin Verification. DIIA can generate
corresponding cryptographic keys for IP prefixes. Using the
prefix key, the AS can provide evidence that it is authorized
to originate a specific prefix. We describe an in-band route
origin verification (IBROV) mechanism through which
route advertisements can be authenticated as originating
from authorized ASs, thereby effectively mitigating routing
hijacking. Compared with the route origin validation that
relies on RPKI, IBROV introduces trivial overheads of
verification because it eliminates complicated credential
management and does not require extra out-of-band cre-
dentials transmission.

In IBROV, the AS requires its IP-KGC to generate a
cryptographic key for the IP prefix that it is authorized to

originate. -e prefix key establishes a firm binding between
the public key, autonomous systems, and the prefix:

tipprefix � prefix‖ASN‖val_time‖exp_time,

prkprefix � Extract paramsAS,mskAS, tipprefix .
(6)

-e AS then uses prkprefix to sign a route origin au-
thorization which consists of its AS number ASN, the val-
idity period information, and a signature:

sig � Sign paramsAS, prkprefix,ASN‖val_time‖exp_time .

(7)

When the AS advertises an UPDATE message to an-
nounce the prefix, the signed route origin authorization is
piggybacked as a path attribute of the UPDATE message.
When BGP routers of other ASes receive the UPDATE
message, they can authenticate the prefix by extracting the
public key, i.e., tipprefix, from the message and verifying sig. If
sig is valid, the BGP routers accept the route originated from
the AS.-en, they can cache the mapping between the prefix
and its authorized AS to reduce the overhead of subsequent
signature verification.

Input: result, the query result returned from Algorithm 1.
Output: b ∈ true, false{ }. (-e public parameters is valid or not.)

(1) Alg, TValidity←Extract PubParm{ }

(2) if AlgTarget ≠Alg or IsExpired (TValidity)� true then
(3) return false
(4) AuthAddrs,ParmHashList←Extract value{ }

(5) if IsWithin (IPTarget,AuthAddrs)� false then
(6) return false
(7) ParmHash←ParmHashList. get (Alg)
(8) if Hash (PubParm)� ParmHash then
(9) if VerifyProof (identifier, value, StateProof)� true then
(10) return true
(11) else return false
(12) else return false

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudocode to verify the validity of the public parameters queried from TIPchain.

Input: QueryRequest, the query request for specific public parameters, which indicates the target IP address IPTarget and the
expected IBC algorithm AlgTarget
Output: result

(1) identifier←RetrieveTree. get (IPTarget)
(2) path←Hash(identifier)
(3) value, StateProof←StateTree. getWithProof (path)
(4) ParmHashList←Extract value{ }

(5) ParmHash←ParmHashList. get (AlgTarget)
(6) if ParmHash≠NULL then
(7) PubParm←ParmStore. get (ParmHash)
(8) else
(9) PubParm←NULL
(10) result←(PubParm, identifier, value, StateProof)
(11) return result

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode to look up the public parameters for a query request.
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6.2. Interdomain Source Authentication. With the crypto-
graphic key assigned to IP prefix, DIIA can provide support
for cryptography-based interdomain source authentication
mechanisms, e.g., passport [22]. Prefix keys can be used to
establish authenticated symmetric keys between domains,
which can further be used to authenticate the packet source
address. For example, passport employs a distributed key
exchange: each AS piggybacks a Diffie–Hellman (DH) public
key in its BGP message and establishes shared keys with
other ASs when receiving DH public keys contained in BGP
messages from other ASs. With DIIA, an AS can sign its DH
public value in the BGP message with its prefix key. Other
ASes can confirm that the DH public key is indeed from the
source AS by verifying the signature, thereby securely
establishing a shared secret with the source AS to enable AS
level source address authentication.

To authenticate the packet’s source address, the source
AS ASS stamps a message authentication code (MAC) into
every packet from its domain as an authentication mark.-e
MAC for a packet is computed using the shared key
keyASS⟶ASD

between the source AS ASS and the destination
AS ASD:

mark � MACkeyASS⟶ASD

(packet). (8)

When the destination AS receives a packet from another
AS, it uses the packet’s source address to look up the source
AS and fetches the shared key with the source AS. -en, it
recalculates the MAC using the shared key and compares it
with the mark carried in the packet. If the recalculated MAC
matches the one in the packet, it can validate the source AS
of the packet.

6.3. Lightweight End-to-End Packet Authentication. -e
current Internet uses the IPsec protocol [23] to authenticate
the host’s source address and ensure the packet’s integrity.
However, IPsec has high connection latency and trans-
mission overhead due to credential-based authentication
and adds complicated security session states to the stateless
IP [16]. With DIIA, we describe a lightweight end-to-end
packet authentication mechanism that can resist address
spoofing efficiently.

-e source host HS in the trusted domain S desires to
authenticate its packets to his communication peer. He first
randomly generates a local secret value svHS

. -en, HS can
use a pseudorandom function (PRF) [20] to derive different
symmetric keys for different destinations from svHS

. To send
packets to the destination host HD in trusted domain D, HS

first generates a symmetric key:

keyHS⟶HD
� PRFsvHS

ipHD
 , (9)

where the input to the PRF is the IP address of the desti-
nation HD. Using the symmetric key, the source can cal-
culate MAC, MACkeyHS⟶HD

(packet), for each packet he
sends to HD. -eMAC calculated covers the immutable part
of the packet header and the packet payload.

To authenticate packets he sends, HS also needs to
transport the symmetric key to HD. HS computes an

encrypted and signed key transport token using their
trustworthy addresses:

ct � Encrypt paramsD, tipipHD
, keyHS⟶HD

 ,

sig � Sign paramsS, prkipHS

, τ‖ct ,

token � ct‖sig‖τ.

(10)

HS carries the token in the first packet he sends to HD,
avoiding extralatency for key agreement. After receiving the
token, HD decrypts the token to obtain the symmetric key
and caches the key locally. -en, he can verify the MAC of
packets from HS.

7. Experiment and Evaluation

7.1. Implementation. We implemented a prototype of
TIPchain based on the Hyperledger Indy project
(Hyperledger Indy. https://www.hyperledger.org/use/
hyperledger-indy) that provides a distributed ledger
purpose built for decentralized identities. Indy-Node
(Indy Node. https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-node)
written in Python implements the main code of Indy,
which contains the implementation of the ledger, state,
and RBFTprotocol. It also provides plugins that allow for
creating custom transactions. Leveraging the plugins, we
implement TIPchain transactions and the logic of vali-
dating and processing transactions. We also implement
the ledger and ledger state of TIPchain and use RocksDB
(RocksDB, https://rocksdb.org/) as a key-value data-
base to perform the storage for TIPchain ledger and state.
Furthermore, we implement the client programs of
IP-KGC and host through Indy-SDK (Indy SDK. https://
github.com/hyperledger/indy-sdk), which can generate
and send transactions and query requests to TIPchain.
Indy-SDK provides interfaces to the client to establish
the connection with the blockchain and send requests to
it. After receiving the client’s request, TIPchain nodes
will process the request and send a reply back to the
client.

We deployed a local TIPchain network and the client
on the machine with a 3.20 GHz Intel i7-8700 processor
and 16 GB memory. -e TIPchain network contains two
nodes, each of which was run on a virtual machine in-
stance with a processor core, 2 GB memory, and Ubuntu
16.04 64 bit operation system. -e client and the block-
chain network are connected through a local area network
to minimize the influence of network delays on the
measurement results.

7.2. Performance Evaluation. We evaluate DIIA in terms of
the performance of processing transactions and the per-
formance of query requests.We first bootstrap TIPchain with
the data from the real world. We extract 70612 ASes and
517064 IPv4 prefix-to-AS mappings from the CAIDA pfx2as
dataset (RouteView prefix-to-AS mappings (pfx2as), https://
publicdata.caida.org/datasets/routing/routeviews-prefix2as/)
that is derived from RouteView BGP monitors. We generate
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an identifier for each AS through the ID_REG transaction
and produce an ADDR_AUTH transaction for each IP
prefix-to-AS mapping. Each identifier also generates a
PUB_PARMS transaction and a TRUST_ADDR_STATE
transaction. In total, around 720 k transactions are written on
TIPchain in the bootstrap phase, and the storage cost is
2.7GB for a TIPchain node.

7.2.1. Transaction Performance. We first evaluate the per-
formance of processing transactions. During the transaction
performance evaluation experiment, we configure the
maximum number of transactions that a block can contain
as 500 and the time interval for generating a block as three
seconds. -e number of endorsers in each ID_REG trans-
action is set to 3.

We perform an experiment in which the client sends a
different number of transaction requests to the TIPchain
node for each type of transaction. Requests are sent asyn-
chronously, that is, all requests are sent without waiting for a
reply from the blockchain. We measured the execution time,
throughput, and average latency under different numbers of
concurrent requests to evaluate the transaction perfor-
mance. -e execution time is the total time spent by TIP-
chain to execute and confirm all transactions in the dataset.
It is the time taken from the submission of the first trans-
action to the confirmation of all transactions on TIPchain.
-e transaction latency is the difference between the com-
pletion time and the submission time of a transaction. We
measure the average latency of all transactions in the dataset.
-roughput is expressed as the number of valid transactions
committed by TIPchain per second. It is measured as the
average throughput over the execution time.

(1) Execution Time. Figure 4(a) explores the differences in
execution time of different transaction types with varying
number of transactions. -e execution time grows as the
number of transactions in the dataset increases. -e
execution time of the ID_REG, PUB_PARMS, and
TRUST_ADDR_STATE transactions are similar, but the
TRUST_ADDR_STATE transaction’s execution time is
slightly lower than the other two types of transactions.
-e execution time of the ADDR_AUTH transaction is
consistently higher than that of the other types of trans-
actions, and the gap between the execution times also grows
larger as the number of transactions grows. It is mainly
because executing the ADDR_AUTH transaction requires
updating two state trees of the ledger state, and the size of
RetrieveTree is much larger than StateTree (the storage for
RetrieveTree is 1.4GB, while the storage for StateTree is
0.7GB after the bootstrap phase), while executing other
types of transactions only involves StateTree. For the batch
of 10,000 transactions, the ID_REG, PUB_PARMS, and
TRUST_ADDR_STATE transactions take 55.95, 54.97, and
53.03 seconds, respectively, while the ADDR_AUTH trans-
action takes 73.76 seconds.

(2) Transaction -roughput. Figure 4(b) shows the plot of
average throughput that each type of transaction

experiences with a different number of concurrent
transactions. After the number of concurrent transactions
exceeds 2,000, the throughput of the four transaction types
stabilizes. -e throughput of the ID_REG, PUB_PARMS,
and TRUST_ADDR_STATE transactions has slight dif-
ferences. For the batch of 10,000 transactions, their
throughput is 178.74, 181.93, and 188.58 transactions/s,
respectively. -e PUB_PARMS transaction’s throughput
is slightly lower than the TRUST_ADDR_STATE trans-
action since it needs to hash the parameters and store them
in the parameters database. -e throughput of the
ADDR_AUTH transaction is the lowest among all
transaction types. It is 135.57 transactions/s when the
number of concurrent transactions is 10,000.

(3) Transaction Latency. Figure 4(c) shows the average la-
tency of different transaction types with varying number of
concurrent transactions. For a single transaction, the average
latency of the ID_REG, ADDR_AUTH, PUB_PARMS, and
TRUST_ADDR_STATE transactions are 63.18ms, 65.19ms,
64.38ms, and 63.39ms, respectively. It can be observed that
as the number of concurrent transactions grows, the average
latency of all types of transactions increases rapidly. Spe-
cifically, when the number of concurrent transactions grows
from 1,000 to 10,000, the average latency of the four
transaction types increases by 7.53 times, 7.29 times, 6.83
times, and 6.24 times, respectively.-e transaction latency is
greatly affected by the block size. Figure 5 explores the la-
tency of individual PUB_PARMS transactions in the dataset
where 5,000 transactions are deployed under different block
sizes. It shows that transactions are confirmed in batches of
block size. Transaction latency increases as the block size
grows because larger blocks bring longer verification time
and propagation delay.

7.2.2. Query Performance. In the following experiments, to
evaluate the performance of query requests, we mainly focus
on the common scenario in which the host queries the
system parameters and trustworthy address state corre-
sponding to an IP address or prefix. In TIPchain, read
operations differ from transaction operations in which the
former capture no changes to the ledger state. On receiving a
query request, the TIPchain node first validates the request
and then retrieves the requested value from the state. It first
retrieves the identifier of a trusted domain responsible for
the IP address from RetrieveTree. After that, it uses the
identifier to look up the corresponding value and to generate
a state proof from StateTree. After the host receives the
result, it will use the state proof to verify the validity of the
result.

(1) Query Latency. We first conduct an experiment to
evaluate the query latency of a single request. In the ex-
periment, the client sends a query request, receives a reply,
and verifies the result. We measure the query latency on the
client by the time from submitting the request to receiving
the reply.We also measure the time for the TIPchain node to
find the requested value and the time for the client to verify
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the result. We conducted 2,000 measurements for each type
of request and compute the average latency. -e results are
presented in Table 1. -e latencies for querying the public
system parameters and querying the trustworthy address
state root are 7.16ms and 6.77ms, respectively. During the
process, the TIPchain node spends 1.33ms and 1.26ms,
respectively, to find the requested value and generate a state
proof. Furthermore, it takes 0.87ms for the client to verify
the result.

(2) Query-roughput. -en, we measured the throughput of
processing query requests under a large number of

concurrent requests. In this experiment, the client asyn-
chronously sends a batch of query requests to the blockchain
node. Wemeasure the total time taken by the TIPchain node
to complete these query requests and then calculated the
throughput. As Figure 6 shows, the throughput of querying
the trustworthy address state is slightly higher than that of
querying the system parameters. -e difference is mainly
due to the data size of system parameters and the re-
quirement of searching the parameters database. Our pro-
totype implementation is able to process around 635
requests for querying public system parameters and 661
requests for querying trustworthy address state root per
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Table 1: Query latency of a single request.

Request type Latency (ms) Node Client
Find value (ms) Verify result (ms)

System parameters 7.16 1.33 0.87
Trustworthy address state 6.77 1.26 0.87
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second. Deploying a TIPchain node on a commodity server
and processing query requests in parallel can significantly
improve the query throughput.

Note that hosts only need to query the system parameters
of a trusted domain once since the parameters are global to
the domain. By caching query results on the host, the fre-
quency of querying public parameters will be significantly
reduced. -e introduction of observer nodes can also dis-
tribute query requests to different domains and reduce the
network latency of the query requests.

7.3. Security Analysis. We analyze the security of DIIA
under various attack scenarios as follows. When the entities
involved were compromised, we evaluate the impact of the
attack and present corresponding countermeasures. In this
security analysis, we assume that TIPchain is append-only,
so that a confirmed transaction will never be modified or
deleted.

7.3.1. Compromised Host. -e attacker who compromises a
host can access the cryptographic key of the host’s IP ad-
dress. -en, the attacker can spoof the host’s IP address by
forging signatures for arbitrary messages. DIIA provides
efficient key rotation and revocation to protect the host from
compromising address keys. -e host periodically requests
new keys to reduce the risk of key compromise. If the private
key is compromised, the host only needs to revoke the
compromised key when requesting a new one. With the
trustworthy address revocation and status verification
mechanism, the attacker can no longer use the compromised
key to generate valid signatures.

7.3.2. Compromised IP-KGC. Compromising the master
secret of an IP-KGC is a more severe case than compro-
mising the key of a host. An attacker gaining access to msk
can recompute the private key that has already been issued
or generate a new key for any IP address in the domain.
However, compromised IP-KGC only implicates hosts in its
trusted domain. Hosts residing in other trusted domains are
not affected. Access to msk needs to be strongly protected,
and only the IP-KGC is allowed to access it. -is can be

achieved by employing a hardened security device (e.g., the
TPM [50]) or a trusted execution environment (e.g., the Intel
SGX [51]). In addition, the trusted domain should update
the master secret and public parameters periodically by
sending a new PUB_PARMS transaction to TIPchain.

7.3.3. Compromised Trusted Domain. If the trusted do-
main’s private key that is used for transaction signature is
compromised, the attacker could publish fraudulent system
parameters through the PUB_PARMS transaction. -e at-
tacker can then use the fraudulent master secret to generate
new keys for the compromised domain’s addresses. Fur-
thermore, it could modify the trusted domain’s verification
key with another key pair through the ID_REG transaction
to prevent the domain from updating its public parameters.
-e trusted domain can detect this attack by querying its
public parameters from TIPchain with its identifier regu-
larly. Once the domain observes the fraudulent PUB_-
PARMS transaction through self-audit, the domain will
contact its endorsers to sign a new ID_REG transaction to
reset its verification key. Simultaneously, the new ID_REG
transaction transforms the role of the domain’s identifier to
NONE to prevent the fraudulent public parameters
instantly.

7.3.4. Compromised Internet Registry. -e attacker might
compromise the private key of the Internet registry to send
an ADDR_AUTH transaction, which authorizes an address
prefix to an identifier under its control. By issuing public
system parameters on TIPchain, the attacker can control the
cryptographic keys of this address space. However, this has
no effect on the IP addresses of existing trusted domains
because the ADDR_AUTH transaction to authorize an
assigned address prefix will not pass the verification.
Meanwhile, the malicious identifier can be easily detected
through public audits. Moreover, the attacker cannot revoke
the address space that has been allocated to a trusted domain
and then authorize it to its identifier since the
ADDR_AUTH transaction for revocation requires the sig-
nature from the trusted domain.

In summary, the adversary has no way of obtaining the
cryptographic key of an IP address except by directly
compromising the host or the IP-KGC of the trusted do-
main. In the worst case where an attacker compromises the
IP-KGC, he is able to spoof the IP address of a host located
within the trusted domain. However, end hosts located
outside the trusted domain are not affected. -is will in-
centivize trusted domains to protect IP-KGC security better
to maintain their reputation. Furthermore, the public pa-
rameters must be recorded on TIPchain. As a result, the
trusted domain can rapidly detect the illegal public pa-
rameters through self and public audits and take measures to
prevent attacks from deteriorating.

8. Conclusion

In this study, we present DIIA, a blockchain-based decen-
tralized infrastructure for achieving accountability on the
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current Internet. DIIA is built from the IBC mechanism but
does not introduce any global trusted authority. It employs
TIPchain as a decentralized trust anchor to provide cryp-
tographic authentication for the IP address and prefix,
avoiding reliance on a global trusted authority. It also
eliminates the complexity and cost of public key manage-
ment presented in PKI-based approaches and provides ef-
ficient key management through the flexible design of
trustworthy addresses. In particular, a lightweight key
revocation and status verification mechanism is designed to
efficiently revoke a public key and verify its revocation status
with trivial cost. We present several DIIA-based security
modules that can collectively deal with various network layer
attacks. We have evaluated the performance of DIIA based
on real-world data, and the experimental results on the
prototype system demonstrate its feasibility and suitability in
practice. We expect future work on the consensus algorithm
of TIPchain to guarantee stronger scalability and security of
the system.
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